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The  main  thrust of  the  1990/91  price proposals  Is  to continue  the 
current  trend  In  prices and  to strengthen  the  action  In  favour  of  the 
structural Jy  weaker  faml  Jy  farms,  especial Jy  In  the  Jess  favoured 
areas. 
Figures  aval table  for  1989  production,  prices and  Incomes  confirm a 
generally  very  satisfactory  trend  for  Community  agriculture.  This means 
I 
that  an  Improvement  has  been  registered  for  the  second  year  running.  It 
would  be  excessive  to deduce  that  this results exclusively  from  the 
modi~J~atlons made  to the  CAP.  Nevertheless,  ?ecent  trends,  as well  as 
previous statistics, seem  to confirm  that  a  price policy which  takes 
Into  account  market  realities and  the  need  for  efficient management  of 
budgetary  resources,  not  only  corresponds  to farmers'  best  Interests  In 
the  long  run  but,  as shown  by  farming  performances,  can  achieve 
satisfactory results also  In  the  short  run.  It  Is  Important  to  remember 
that  the measure  of  an  efficient policy  Is  that  It  should  contribute  to 
socio-economic progress  In  the sector  concerned  rather  than  progression 
In  the  budgetary  requirements  needed  to ensure  Its viability.  However, 
If  the obJective  Is  to help  the  farming  sector  as  a  whole  to evolve  ,It 
Is  necessary  to  Increase  the  proportion of  funds  made  available  to aid 
those  farms  which,  due  to their economic  or  structural  weakenesses, 
have  the greatest difficulty  In  keeping  up. 
As  far  as  the  International  context  Is  concerned,  1989  has  seen 
spectacular  developments  In  most  Eastern bloc countries,  the  final 
phase of  the negotiations  to  renew  the  Lome  Convention  as well  as  the 
continuation of  the  GATT  negotiations.  These  are matters which  are 
greatly different  In  nature  and  pol ltlco-economlc significance:  but  all 
Involve  agriculture pol I tical ly  and  economically.  They  are  a  reminder 
of  the Community's  Increasing role and  responsibility  In  the 
Improvement  of  International  relations by  the  promotion of  trade,  as 
well  as  In  the struggle against  under-development  and  the guarantee of 
Individual  freedoms.  In  this context,  any  form  of strategy which  relies 
upon  an  Isolationist  approach  wl  I I  have  no  future.  It  Is necessary, 
therefore,  to continue  and  to accelerate  the efforts which  are  being 
made  to  Improve  the  competltlvlty of Community  agriculture.  This  Is  the 
objective of  a  price pol Icy  which  remains  close  to market  real ltles and 
a  soclo-structural  pol Icy  which  Is  endowed  with  greater  resources  and 
Is  better  adapted  to a  Community  reality,  which  Involves great 
differences at  regional  level.  At  the same  time,  rural  development 
pol Icy  must  take  Into account  the contribution of  farming  activity  In 
fields other  than  food  and  renewable  resources production,  that  Is  to 
say,  land  management  and  environment  protection.  Rural  development  must 
also stimulate  those non-agricultural  activities which  are most 
appropriate  to  the maintenance  of  a  socio-economic equilibrium  In  the 
countryside and  which  favour  the  rural  economy. -2-
A.  General  considerations 
1.  General  economic  situation 
1.  In  the Community,  as  In  most  developed  countries,  strong 
economic  growth  Is  continuing.  For  the  Community  as  a  whole 
GOP  at  constant  prices  Increased by  3.4%  In  1989  and  It will 
probably  Increase  by  about  3%  In  1990.  Investment  Is 
expected  to decelerate,  but  wl  I I  stl I I  grow  at  an  average  rate 
of  almost  5  %.  Exports of  goods  and  services to the  rest of 
the world  should  continue  their  strong growth  (more  than 6% 
In  real  terms),  In  I lne  with  the expected  Increase  In  world 
trade.  Domestic  demand  wl  I I  continue  to decelerate  (from  4.8% 
In  1988  to 3%  In  1990). 
2.  Inflation accelerated between mld-1988  and  mld-1989.  This 
trend  now  appears  to have  been  halted  In  most  Member  States. 
In  1990,  average  Inflation  In  the  Community  could  be  reduced 
to about  4.5% from  5%  In  1989.  Nevertheless  the  Community 
average  masks  the  fact  that  rates differ  widely  with certain 
Member  states stl II  experiencing double  digit  Inflation 
(Portugal,  12% and  Greece,  15  %)  and  others  (Netherlands, 
Germany,  France,  Danemark,  Belgium  and  Luxemburg)  with  a  rate 
of  Inflation below  3.5 %.  In  the  United  Kingdom,  Italy and 
Spain  Inflation wll I  be  relatively  high  (between  5.3% and 
6.6  ~).  lnfl~tlon will  be  around  4  ~In Ireland. 
3.  The  labour  market  outlook  Is  relatively good.  After  the  record 
Increases of  1988  and  1989,  another  1.3 ml  I I ton  Jobs  should  be 
created  In  1990.  As  a  result,  unemployment  In  the  Community 
wl  II  continue  to decrease and  might  fat I  below  9  %,  compared 
to almost  11  % In  1986.  Moreover,  divergence  In  rates of 
Inflation within  the  Community  and  excessive current  account 
Imbalances  (deficit or  surplus)  In  some  Member  States could 
endanger  the  continuation of  the present  expansion  and  of 
further  progress  towards  monetary  stabl I lty  In  the Community. -3-
11.  The  agriculture!  economy  In  1989 
4.  The  Improvement  In  the agricultural  situation  In  the  Community 
experienced  last  year  Is  continuing  and  even  accelerating  In 
1989,  despite  some  cl lmatlc  anomal las  (drought  or  heavy  rains) 
In  certain regions.  The  farming  year  may  be  considered as 
satisfactory  In  terms of  production  levels,  except  for  some 
products,  such  as  durum  wheat,  sunflower  and  wine,  as well  as 
In  terms of  quality.  Furthermore,  the market  situation for 
several  agricultural  products considerably  Improved,  often as 
a  result of  the  reforms  undertaken over  the  last  few  years. 
5.  The  reduction  achieved  In  Intervention stocks  In  1987  and  1988 
continued  In  1989,  especial IY  In  the  animal  sector,  as  a 
result of  disposal  schemes,  the measures  taken  to discourage 
sales to  Intervention,  efforts made  on  exports,  and  lower 
production. 
By  the  end  of  October  1989  cereal  stocks  amounted  to almost  8 
ml  I I lon  t, which  Is  1.8 million  t  less  than October  1988. 
stocks of  butter  and  skimmed-milk  powder  have  practically 
disappeared.  Beef  stocks  by  the  end  of October  1989 were 
120.000 t,  500.000  t  less  than  the  level  of  twelve months 
before. 
Because  of  the  reduction  In  quantities and  the stock-
depreciation measures  taken  In  1988,  the  book  value of  stocks 
has  sharply decreased  In  1988  and  1989.  By  the  end  of 
september  1989,  the  total  book  value of  stocks was 
1  600 million  ECU  compared  to  10  600  ml  I I lon  ECU  In  september 
1987. 
6.  Cereals  production  Is  lower  than  In  1988  <- 1.2 %)  because of 
the  warm  and  very  dry  summer  throughout  the  Community. 
Nevertheless,  the  production  Is  higher  than  Initially expected 
and  the  quality  Is generally  very  good.  For  the  first  time  In 
five  years,  the acreage under  cereals has  Increased sl lghtly 
(+  1  %).  So,  In  the  absence of  drought,  production  In  1989 
could  have  been  In  I lne  with  the  long  term  trend  (about  166 
mlo  t.). The  maximum  guaranteed  quantity was  In  fact  exceeded 
by  0.3 % In  1989. 
01  lseed  production  has  substantial IY  decreased  In  1989 
(- 10  %),  because  of  tho  drought  In  the  case of  sunflower  or 
the  reduction of  area  In  the  case of  rapeseed.  Despite  this 
the.maxlmum  guaranteed quantities  fixed  for  this sector were 
again  exceeded  In  1989,  although  by  less  than  In  1988. -4-
Wino  production  Is  expected  to  Increase after  the  fall  for 
1988,  duo  to  the  bad  weather  conditions,  but  It  Is still 
substantially  lower  than  the  "normal"  level  of production. 
Ml  lk  del Ivories continued  to  decl lno  In  1989  as  a  result of 
temporary  or  permanent  cuts  In  production quotas. 
Nevertheless,  reference quantities  for  1988/89  have  been 
exceeded  In  most  Member  States. 
Production of  beef  and  veal  continued  to decrease  In  1989,  In 
particular  because of  the  phase of  the  beef  production cycle. 
Plgmeat  production  Is  also  In  a  downward  phase of  Its cycle. 
7.  The  production  figures  for  1989  would  seem  to  Indicate  that 
economic  developments  have  been  particularly unfavourable  to 
farms  In  those  sectors when  substantial  drops  In  production 
were  recorded.  This  Is  not  so  In  every  case,  however.  On  the 
contrary  In  many  cases  the  fal I  In  the  volume  of  production 
and  the  para I lei  reduction of  stocks,  have  ental led or 
reinforced  the  recovery  of  market  prices,  already observed  In 
1988,  thus  Increasing  the profitability of  the  types of 
farming  concerned.  In  fact,  as  a  consequence  of  these 
developments,  producer  prices  have  Increased substantially  In 
1989  for  several  products,  especially  In  the  animal  sector.  In 
the  ml  lk  sector,  for  example,  prices continue  to  Improve 
particularly  In  Northern countries,  despite  the  reduction  In 
the  Intervention price  for  butter. 
In  tho  beef  and  veal  sector,  prices  have  also been on  tho 
Increase  since  the  end  of  1987,  In  I lne  with  the  sharp  drop  In 
production.  Plgmeat  prices have  been  moving  upwards,  mainly 
because of  the  cutbacks  In  pig  numbers  and  the  volume  of 
production.  Oilseed prices are moving  up  because of  the 
reduction  In  production,  and  In  accordance  with  the  stabl I lser 
mechanisms  because  the overrun was  smal fer  than  In  1988. 
For  cereals,  tho  situation  Is different.  Wheat  prices were 
better  than  In  1988  during  the  first  half of  1989,  but  fell 
later  In  the  year,  because of  the  volume  of  production  In  1989 
and  because  of  a  reduction of  the  support  price due  to  the 
maximum  guaranteed  quantity  being  exceeded  In  1988/89.  The 
same  appl los  to barley.  Prices  for  maize  In  1989  are  In 
general  lower  than  In  1988,  because of  the  Increase of 
production  In  1988  and  tho  consequent  3% reduction  In 
Intervention prices  for  1989/90. -5-
According  to  the  first estimates,  producer  prices  In  1989 
Increased  by  8.4%  In  Germany,  6.9%  In  France,  3.0%  In 
Italy,  6.6%  In  the  Netherlands,  11.3%  In  Belgium,  4.5%  In 
Luxemburg,  8.0%  In  the United  Kingdom,  6.7%  In  Ireland,  5.8 
% In  Denmark,  14.3%  In  Greece,  and  7.3%  In  Spain  (no  figures 
are  aval lable  for  Portugal). 
Input  prices,  on  average,  Increased  In  1989,  but  at  a  lower 
rate  than  producer  prices.  Preliminary estimates show  that 
they  Increased  by  4.8%  In  Germany  and  Italy,  3.4%  In  France 
and  In  Belgium,  4.6%  In  the  Netherlands,  2.5 % In  Luxembourg, 
5.4%  In  Ireland,  0.2 % In  the  United  Kingdom,  5.6%  In 
Danmark,  13.1  % In  Greece  and  2.3%  In  Spain. 
A comparison of  the  changes  In  farmgate  prices with  that  In 
Input  prices shows  that  the  so-cal led  "price squeeze"  Is 
continuing  to  Improve  In  all  Member  States,  except  In  Italy. 
As  a  result,  farm  Income  rose  considerably  In  1989  almost  In 
alI  Member  States. 
8.  According  to  the  first  estimates made  by  the  Commission  In 
mid-December  1989,  on  the  basis of  data  suppl led  by  the  Member 
States  (except  Portugal),  average  farm  Incomes  have 
substantially  Increased  In  real  terms  In  1989  In  the 
Community,  after  a  sl lght  Increase  In  1988.  For  the  Community 
as  a  whole,  the  Improvement  should  amount  to some  7.7%  In 
real  terms(+ 1.5%  In  1988)  If  agricultural  Incomes  are 
measured  by  the  net  value  added  at  factor  cost  per  work  unit, 
whereas  the  Improvement  would  be  10.8%  In  real  terms(+ 1.9% 
In  1988)  If  measured  by  the  net  Income  per  work  unit of  the 
farmer  and  his  faml ly,  I.e.  after  deduction of  wages,  rents 
and  Interest. 
The  Community  average,  however,  masks  the  fact  that  the 
situation may  vary  considerably between  Member  States,  sectors 
and,  obviously,  Individual  farms.  Moreover,  the  1989  figures 
must  be  seen  In  the  I lght  of  past  trends  (see  graphic  1  In 
annex).  In  general  terms  agricultural  Incomes  In  1989,  as 
measured  by  the  net  value  added  at  factor  cost  per  work  unit 
In  real  terms  (the only  Indicator  currently aval fable  for  each 
Member  State),  were  on  the  Increase  In  alI  Member  States 
except  Spain.  In  many  cases,  this  Is  the  second or  third 
consecutive  year  that  Incomes  Improved,  so  the agricultural 
situation  Is  now  substantial IY  better  than  It  was  two  or  three 
years  ago.  In  some  Member  States 1989  saw  a  reversal  of  the 
downward  trend which  agricultural  Incomes  had  followed  In  the 
previous years. -6-
More  precisely,  In  the  Federal  Ropubl lc of  Germany, 
agricultural  Incomes  were  substantial Jy  up  In  1989  (+  13,5  %) 
after  a  large  Increase  In  1988  (+  19.8 %).  In  Belgium,  for 
the second  year  running,  agricultural  Incomes  Increased 
steadilY  In  1989  (+  15.7  %)  as  In  1988  (+  9.7  %) •  In  the 
Netherlands  farm  Incomes  continued  to  Improve  (+  7.0 %)  after 
the  good  results of  last  year  (+  4.2 %).  The  same  appl led  for 
Greece  (+ 5.3% this year  compared  to 4.2%  last  year)  and 
Luxembourg  (+  17.0%  In  1989,  compared  to  2.8%  In  1988). 
Similarly,  In  Ireland,  agricultural  Incomes,  for  the  third 
year  running,  Increased slightly  In  1989  (+  2.5 %),  after  the 
substantial  Improvement  recorded  In  1988  (+  15.5 %). 
In  Denmark,  1989  saw  a  dramatic  reversal  (+  25.9  %)  of  the 
downward  trend which  agricultural  Incomes  had  followed  for  tho 
previous  years,  largely  due  to  the crisis affecting  the 
plgmeat  sector.  Tho  sharp  deterioration of  agricultural 
Incomes  In  the  United  Kingdom  In  1988  (- 9.9 %)  was  also 
reversed  In  1989  (+ 7.6 %).  Similarly,  In  Italy,  agricultural 
Incomes  Increased  In  1989  (+ 7.3 %),  after  a  largo  decrease  In 
1988  (- 5.7 %).  Tho  same  appl led  for  France  (+ 8.5%  In  1989, 
compared  to a  decrease of  2.2%  In  1988).  For  Spain,  on  the 
contrary,  mainly  because of  the  drought  and  the  drop  In  crop 
production,  agricultural  Incomes  have  remained  baslcly stable 
following  on  last  years  Increases. 
In  general,  farm  Incomes  In  the  I lvestock  sectors  Improved  In 
almost  all  Member  States,  as  a  result of  a  large  Increase  In 
producer  prices  and  a  lower  Increase  In  Input  prices.  This  Is 
the  case  for  ml  lk,  for  beef  and  for  pig. 
As  far  as crops are concerned,  the situation varies more  by 
sector  and  by  Member  State.  Generally,  farm  Incomes  Improved 
for  sugarboot,  ol lseeds  and  wine.  on  tho  other  hand,  Incomes 
for  cereal  producers generally  decl lned  In  alI  Member  States. 
As  In  previous  years,  the  Commission  wl  I I  be  releasing  In 
March  1990  a  detailed report,  based on  the  latest  available 
estimates,  on  changes  In  farm  Incomes  In  1989  and  over  a  long 
period  In  the  various  Member  States  and  In  tho  Community  as  a 
whole. -7-
111.  Outlook  for  the agricultural  markets 
Community  markets 
9.  In  the  case of cereals  the  medium-term  forecasts  drawn  up  by 
the Commission  show  that  the  Introduction of  stabl I lzers, 
combined  with  the other  measures  aimed  at  Improving  the 
balance  between  supply  and  demand  {price restraint,  relaxing 
of  Intervention,  set-aside, etc.)  should  Influence  the 
long-term  production  trend.  In  1995,  however,  production 
should stl I I  be  more  than  the maximum  guaranteed quantity. 
As  regards  domestic  consumption  of  Community  cereals,  the 
unpromising  trends observed  In  recent  years  wl  I I  probably 
continue.  No  Increase  Is  expected  In  any  area,  except  for 
Industrial  uses,  but  this  Is  Insufficient  to offset  the  fal I 
In  the  use of  cereals  for  animal  feed. 
10.  As  can  be  seen  from  graph  N°  4  (In  annex)  the  Introduction of 
stabl I lsers  seems  to  have  led  to a  halt  In  the  continuous 
progression of  ol lseeds  production  In  the  Community  as  a 
whole.  This  conclusion  seems  to be  confirmed  by  the medium 
term  forecasts  for  this sector. 
11.  As  far  as  sugar  Is  concerned,  In  principle we  can  expect  a 
modest  Increase  In  beet  yields and  In  sugar  content  which 
could  be  partly offset  by  a  reduction  In  area.  Nevertheless, 
If  the world  sugar  market  prices stay  firm  It  wl  I I  be 
profitable to produce  more  "C"  sugar,  so  that  total  sugar 
production  could exceed  14.3 ml  I lion  tonnes  In  1995/96, 
compared  with  13.8 ml  I I lon  tonnes  at  present.  Total  Internal 
consumption  should  remain  stable at  the  present  level  (10.8 
mil I Jon  tonnes). 
12.  Provided  the measures  adopted  In  1988 with  a  view  to curbing 
wine  production are effective,  table wine  output  In  1995/96 
should  be  around  100-110  ml  Ilion hi,  compared  to 140 ml  II Jon 
hi  In  a  "normal"  year.  This  result,  however,  could  be  partly 
offset  by  the  decl lne  In  human  consumption.  By  1995,  Internal 
uti I lsatlon could  fall  to 85  ml  I I Jon  hi  compared  to 96  ml  I I Jon 
hi  at  present),  which  Is  15-25  ml  I I Jon  hi  less  than  the 
estimated  production,  or 10- 20  ml  I lion  hi  taking  account  of 
net  exports. -8-
13.  Generally  speaking,  total  production of  the  most  sought  after 
varieties of  tobacco should  continue  to grow,  while  tho 
production of more  problematic varieties should decrease.  Tho 
total  surface  area  should stabll lse at  the present  level  or 
decrease sl lghtly.  Total  production which  Is  at  present 
around  395.000  tonnes of  leaf  tobacco  should stabilise at 
about  385.000  tonnes,  which  Is  the maximum  quantity  fixed  for 
the  Community  under  the stabll lzers.  Domestic  use  should 
stabl I lse  at  around 700.000  tonnes of  leaf  tobacco. 
14.  In  the  case of  ml  lk,  I I  has  been  assumed  that  from  now  to 1995 
ml  lk  del Ivories  wl  I I  overrun  the  references quantities,  by  a 
small  fraction  (0.3 %)  of  the  total  (99.5  ml  I I Jon  tonnec).  On 
this basis  It  can  be  estimated  that  the  Community  dairy  cow 
herd  could decrease  by  2  ml  II Jon  cows.  '.Assuming  that  tho 
special  disposal  measures  are  retained,  domestic  human 
consumption of  ml  lk  and  milk  products  Is expected  to  remain 
stable,  over  the  next  five  years,  at  around  93  million  tonnes 
(Including  ml  lk  other  than  cows  ml lk).  Without  the special 
disposal  measures,  the  total  demand  would  be  10  ml  I I Jon  tonnes 
less  than  the  level  now  forecast. 
15.  Notwithstanding  the  cycl leal  fluctuations  In  beef/veal 
production output  could sl lghtly  Increase  and  reach  about  8.1 
ml  I I Jon  tonnes  In  1996.  '.consumption  estimates can  be  put  at 
around 8.0 ml  I lion  tonnnes.  Plgmeat  production  should 
Increase sl lghtly  following  an  Increase of  consumption,  and  be 
around  13.8 ml  I I Jon  tonnes  In  1995/96,  at  which  time 
consumption  should be  around  13.5 mil lion  tonnes.  Poultry 
production should also  Increase  In  response  to domestic 
demand.  In  1995/96  total  consumption  should  be  around  6.3 
ml  I I lon  tonnes  and  production  around  6.6 mil I Jon  tonnes.  The 
rate of  Increase of  sheepmeat  production  should slow  down 
sl lghtly over  the  coming  years.  In  1995/96  sheepmeat 
production  should  be  1.2 ml  I I Jon  tonnes  and  consumption  at  1.4 
ml  I I Jon  tonnes. 
16.  As  these  forecasts  show,  the  measures  adopted  In  recent  years 
In  the  context of  the  reform of  tho  common  agricultural  pol Icy 
(quotas,  stabl llzers,  relaxing of  Intervention,  etc.)  have 
started to produce  results as  regards  Improving  the  balance 
between  supply  and  demand.  In  most  sectors production  has 
showed  down  considerably  In  recent  years.  It  should continue 
at  a  rate which  Is  wei I  below  the  long-term  trend or  else 
stabl I lze  at  the  current  level. -9-
It  should  not  be  forgotten.  however.  that  these encouraging 
results are  due  In  part  to short-term factors  (drought.  for 
Instance).  It  would  also be  unrealistic to bel love  that  alI 
the mechanisms  for  adjusting supply  to demand  which  have  been 
Introduced  In  recent  years would  retain their effectiveness  In 
the  medium  and  long  term  If  the effort at  reform  were  halted. 
World  markets 
17.  The  recovery of  the  world  for  many  raw  materials and  In 
particular  numerous  agricultural  products.  observed  In  1987 
and  1988,  was  of  short  duration.  With  the exception of  the 
market  for  prices on  sugar.  the  International  agricultural 
markets  as  a  whole  have  now  stahl I lzed or  (In most  cases)  are 
fa I I lng.  with  certain markets.  such  as  for  soya  beans.  now 
back  to  the  1987  level. 
After  the  Increase  In  1987/88,  this deterioration of  prices on 
the world  agricultural  markets  Is  closely related to  the 
almost  general  recovery of world agricultural  production after 
two  years marked  by  a  sometimes  drastic fall  In  production and 
world  stocks.  mainly  due  to  tho  drought  In  North  America  In 
1988.  Whl  le prices for  some  products.  such  as wheat.  are 
stl I I  firm  owing  to the  time  reQuired  to bul ld  up  stocks 
again.  everything seems  to  Indicate  that  the structural 
surpluses existing before 1988  are once  more  bul ldlng up  on 
the world  agricultural  markets. 
18.  World  cereal  production  has  risen substantially  In  1988/89 
though  It  Is stl I I  lower  than  consumption.  International 
stocks should  fal I  further  and  should  reach  their  historic 
minimum  levels  at  the  end  of  the marketing  year.  Excluslng 
exceptional  weather  conditions.  the  1990/91  marketing  year 
should  see  a  return  to a  surplus situation.  which  should 
extend  throughout  the  first  half of  the  1990s.  As  was  pointed 
out.  prices  for  wheat  should  remain  firm  untl I  the  beginning 
of  the  next  marketing  year  In  view  of  the excceptlonal ly  low 
level  of  American  stocks.  which  wl  I I  touch  the  bottom at  30 
June  1990.  SubseQuently  there  should  be  a  decl lne.  as  has 
already occurred  for  fodder  cereals. 
19.  World  production of  ol !seeds and  protein plants having  come 
back  up  to  traditional  levels  In  1989/90 and  with  the 
production of  palm  oil  stead! Jy  Increasing.  the  1988  shortfall 
was  mostly  made  up.  World  prices  have  thus practicallY 
returned  to  the  levels applying  In  early  1988.  I.e.  before  the 
American  drought.  Unless exceptional  weather  conditions occur 
In  the  southern  hemisphere  (Brazl I  and  Argentina>.  the 
downward  pressure  wl  I I  probably continue  throughout  tho 
1989/90 marketing  year. -10-
20.  In  recent  years  there  has  been  a  balance  between  supply  and 
demand,  and  even  a  shortfall  In  1989/90,  on  the market  for 
sugar,  with  consumption  exceeding world  production.  Sugar 
prices,  which  were  very  low  In  1986/87,  have  subsequently 
rec~vered substantial Jy,  In  I lne  with  the  Increase  In  prices 
for  cereals and  other  raw  materials  In  summer  1988.  Added  to 
this  the  fact  that  countries  I Ike  the  USSR,  India  and  China 
are  Increasingly  seeking  suppl los on  tho  world market  while 
certain traditional  exporters  (Cuba  and  Brazl I)  are  facing 
difficulties.  These  factors  explain  the  present  firm  prices 
and  Indicate  and  that  thoro  Is stll I  room  for  a  rise  In  sugar 
prices  In  forthcoming  months,  at  least  untl I  the  end  of  1990. 
21.  The  world market  for  milk  products  continues  to benefit  from 
the maJor  adjustments  tho  Community  has  made  In  recent 
marketing  years,  the  result of  which  has  been  the  almost  total 
disappearance of  Community  surpluses.  In  future,  market 
prices should continue at  present  levels,  with  perhaps  a 
sl lght  fal I  for  butter,  which  suffers  Increasingly  from  Its 
replaceabl I lty by  other  vegetable ol Is  and  fats.  Eventually 
the main  threat  wl  II  stlm  In  part  from  the  recovery  In 
production  In  Oceania  but  mainly  from  the  United States,  which 
Is  becoming  a  net  exporter  Increasingly  present  on  the market. 
22.  Production of  beef  and  veal,  which  Is  down  In  1989/90,  should 
decline  further  In  1990  before  recovering  In  1991/92. 
lnternatlona:  prices should  therefore  remain  high  for  the  two 
fortcomlng  years owing  to  lower  quantities  aval lable  for 
export,  the  strong  lmpor  tdemand  from  certain countries such 
as  Brazl I  and  the opening  up  of  the  Japanese market,  In 
particular  for  production  from  tho  foot-and-mouth-free  area. 
However,  there  seems  to  be  a  downward  trend on  the market  for 
plgmeat  and  especial Jy  on  that  for  sheepmeat. - 11-
IV.  Price proposals  and  related measures  for  the  1990/91  mar~etlng 
~ 
23.  The  price proposals  for  the  1990/91  mar~etlng year  take 
account  of  the economic  background  reviewed  briefly  In  the 
preceding paragraphs  and,  In  particular,  Community  and  world 
market  forecasts  as well  as  the  recent  situation of 
agriculture  In  Europe.  Their  aim  Is  to continue  to pursue  a 
pol Icy  which  seeks  to balance  supply  and  demand  and  stimulate 
community  farmers  In  the efforts being made  towards 
rational lsatlon.  This  Is a  path which  must  be  taken  If  the 
vlabll lty of  Community  agriculture  Is  to be  preserved  In  an 
International  context  which  Is  becoming  ever  more  competitive. 
Of  major  Importance,  In  this context,  Is  the  role of  the 
stabll lser  mechanisms,  which  are  now  an  Integral  part of  the 
CAP  and  which  have  recently been  extended  to or  refined  In  the 
beef,  sheepmeat,  cereals and  ml  lk  sectors.  By  reducing  support 
In  proportion  to  the exceeding of  the  maximum  guaranteed 
quantities  (MGQ's)  these mechanisms  ensure  that  production 
expansion over  the  I lmlts  fixed  by  the MGQ's  Is  subordinate  to 
the  abll lty of Community  farmers  to  Increase  their 
competitiveness and  produce  with  a  lower  level  of 
Institutional  support. 
24.  The  Commission  Is  aware  that,  although  this adjustment  process 
benefits  from  a  generally speaking  favorable  economic  context, 
and  Is  supported  by  efficient soclo-structural  measures, 
certain problems  may  arise.  Tho  Commission  Is particularly 
conscious of  tho  problems  related to  tho  speeding up  of  tho 
rural  exodus  and  Its effect on  the  vital lty of  rural  society 
In  many  Community  regions.  So  the Commission  considers  that  It 
Is  both  economically  Justifiable and  socially Just  to ensure 
that  a  greater  proportion of  tho  EAGGF  guarantee  fund  be  used 
to support  the  smal lor  family  farms.Actlon  In  this  respect  Is 
particularly Justified as  this category of  farms,  although 
numerically  In  tho  maJority,  Is marginal  In  terms  of  land  use, 
Impact  on  overal I  production,  and  benefits accrued  from  a 
price and  market  policy which  distributes funds  In  proportion 
to production  levels.  This  preoccupation  lies at  the  roots of 
a  large part of  the  related measures  which  accompany  tho  price 
proposals. 
25.  While  on  the  subject of economical IY  weak  farms,  It  Is  worth 
noting  that  the  Commission  has  adopted  the  related measures 
for  the  Direct  Income  Aid  Regime.  Thus,  this regime  which 
Involves  Community  co-financing  Is  now  operational. -12-
26.  Tho  Commission  also wishes  to make  clear  that,  given  the 
current  and  foreseeable state of  the markets,  Community 
farmers  should  put  quality before quantity.  Vlablllty cannot 
be  achieved on  tho  basis of  production whose  only outlets are 
Intervention,  highly-subsidized disposal  measures,  denaturing 
or  even  destruction. 
A major  effort  In  this area  Is  required  In  most  sectors.  Some 
of  the measures  adopted  In  recent  years and  some  of  the 
proposals among  the  related measures  for  1990/91  are  In 
pursuit of  this objective.  These  measures  are  Intended,  on 
the one  hand,  to discourage  buying-In of  a  structural  nature 
and,  on  the other,  to assist  farmers  to make  the  necessary 
changeovers.  In  this context,  the Commission  undertakes  to 
prepare  a  report  on  the quality policy  for  cereals.  It  also 
proposes  a  revision of  the  quality standards  for  peas  and 
field beans,  the  Introduction of  grubbing  premiums  for 
mandarins  and  appleo,  continued differentiation of  premiums  In 
the  tobacco  oector  by  reference  to market  outlets and,  In  the 
case of  beef,  use of  the classification grid  for  alI  carcases. 
This wl  I 1 all  be  part of  an  overall  quality policy,  pursued  In 
the  Interests not  only of  farmers  but  also of  consumers,  who 
are  paying more  and  more  attention to  the  qual lty and  dietetic 
aspects of  food  products. 
a)  Common  Prices 
27.  The  Commission  considers  that  for  the great majority of 
products  It  Is  desirable  to propose  the  continued application 
of  1989/90 prices subject,  of  course,  to  the effects of  the 
application of  the stablllser mechanisms.  The  few  exceptions 
to  this rule concern sectors  In  which  a  very specific market 
situation applies. 
Thus,  for  durum  wheat  the  price  reduction  Is  based  upon  the 
progressive move  towards  the  price of soft  wheat.  This 
convergence  of  prices  Is  In  order  to avoid  a  massive  transfer 
of  production  Into non-traditional  regions  where  yields per 
hectare are  high  but  quality often poor.  There  Is  a  partial 
compensation  for  the  price  reduction  In  the  traditional 
producer  regions  by  the  Increase of  the  premium  per  hectare 
paid  In  these  regions. -13-
A price cut  for  certain varieties of  tobacco  Is  justified by 
either  the  large quantities  taken  Into  Intervention or  by  the 
massive  exceeding of  tho M.G.O.  The  cuts.  In  this case.  are 
partial Jy  compensated  by  the  Increase  In  price of  the most 
sought  after varieties which  can  be  produced  In  the  same 
regions. 
In  the  case of  citrus fruits.  last  year  the Commlsslonn 
proposed  a  price  reduction of  15%  In  two  stages.  The  need  to 
proceed  this year  to a  reduction of 7.5% which  corresponds  to 
the  second  stage  Is  confirmed.  This  proposal  Is  justified by 
the market  situation and  the  need  to stimulate a  reconversion 
to other  varieties  for  which  a  programme  of  Community  aid  has 
existed for  some  time. 
The  1.5% price cut  for  red wine  and  the  1.5%  Increase  for 
white  Is  the  result of  the Councl l's decision  to  fix  a  single 
target  price  for  red wines  Rl  and  R  II  and  white wines  AI  for 
the  1990/91  marketing  year. 
The  proposals  for  Spain  and  Portugal  are established  taking 
Into account  the Treaty of  Accession. Cereals 
-14-
Common  wheat  of  bread-making 
QUa II ty  : 
Common  wheat  for  use  as  feed, 
barley,  sorghum  and  rye 
Maize 
Ourum  wheat  : 
Special  premium 
Intervention price 
Intervention price 
Intervention price 
Intervention price 
production aid 
common  wheat  of 
bread-making  QUal lty 
Rice  Intervention price  for  paddy  rice 
Sugar  Basic price  for  sugarbeet 
Olive oil  Target  price 
Intervention price 
Production aid 
01  \seeds  Rapeseed 
Sunflower  seed 
Soya  beans,  minimum  price 
Protein plants  Dried  fodder  (guide price) 
Peas  (minimum  price) 
Field  beans  (minimum  price) 
Sweet  lup\ns  (minimum  price) 
Fibre plants  Flax  (aid per  hectare) 
Hemp  (aid per  hectare) 
Cotton  (guide  price) 
Sl lkworms  (aid per  box) 
Wines  Guide  price  :  R I- R  II 
A  I 
Others 
Tobacco  Norm  prices 
Average  premium 
Fresh  fruit  Citrus fruit  :  basic price 
and  vegetables  Other  fruit  :  basic price 
Ml  lk  Target  price 
Intervention price 
- butter 
- sklmmed-ml lk  powder 
- cheese 
Beef/veal  Guide  price  for  adult cattle 
Sheepmeat  Basic price 
Plgmeat  Basic  price 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 3.78 
6.03 
- 3.0 
- 3.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 1.5 
1 .6 
0 
0 
- 3.0 
- 7.5 
0 
- 3.5 
0 
0 
-1.7/-2.2 
- 2.45 
0 
- 6.6 -15-
b)  Related measures 
28.  In  Its communication  of  July  1988  on  "The  Future of  Rural 
Society"  (1)  the  Commission  stated  Its  Intention of  following 
an  approach  based on  greater modulation of agricultural 
support  In  the  case of  small  faml  ly  farms  which  were 
economically vulnerable and  In  the case of areas suffering 
from  natural  handicaps or  structural  weaknesses.  In  this 
context  It  was  proposed  that  consideration should  be  given  to 
adJusting certain mechanisms  of general  application  to meet 
the  needs  of  those  categories of  farmer  who  were  particularly 
affected  by  the current  changes  to  the market  organizations. 
Arrangements  for  the modulation  of  support  already exist  under 
some  market  organizations.  Mention  may  be  made  of  those 
targeted on  specific categories of  farmer  (e.g.  the  aid  for 
smal I  cereals producers or  the  additional  aid  for  small 
olive-oil  producers)  and  those  for  certain sensitive areas 
(e.g.  the exemption  from  the  ml  lk  coresponslbl I lty  levy  In 
less-favoured or  hi I 1-farmlng  areas  and  the  aid  for  durum 
wheat  In  traditional  growing  areas).  The  scope  of  such 
measures  and  the  degree  to which  Community  resources are 
committed  thereto are  limited,  however. 
It was  against  this background  that  In  October  1989  the 
Commission  sent  a  communication  to  the Councl I  and  Pari lament 
setting forth  guldel lnes  for  rural  development  schemes  linked 
to  the operation of agricultural  markets  (2),  This  formed 
part of  an  Integrated approach  Impact  on  the economic 
development  of  rural  regions.  As  far  as  the structural  funds 
were  concerned,  Important  measures  had  already been  taken or 
were  being  prepared.  The  communication  also  listed a  number 
of  specific measures  coming  under  this same  approach.  These 
Included  a  proposal  (since adopted  by  the  Commission)  for  the 
granting of  aid  to small  cotton producers. 
Given  the widespread  Introduction of  stabilizers and  their 
effect on  the most  vulnerable producers,  the Commission  takes 
the  view  that greater  recourse  to modulation  could enable 
market  policy  to make  an  effective contribution to rural 
development.  This  can  be  done  without  cal I lng  Into question 
the  Commission's  resolve  to restore  balance  to  the markets. 
By  targeting  this approach  mainly  on  the  less-favoured and 
hi I 1-farmlng areas,  which  are  by  definition areas with  I lmlted 
production  and  Income  potential,  the  Commission  Is emphasizing 
Its determination  to maintain  a  farming  population  In  those 
areas which  are structurally week  and  where  the  care of  the 
countryside and  the  protection of  the environment  are directly 
related  to  the  presence of  a  viable  rural  society. 
(1)  COM(88)  501  def.  of  29  July  1988. 
(2)  SEC(89)  1717  def.  of  20  October  1989. -16-
29.  Several  of  the  related measurs  put  forward  for  1990/91  (see 
summary  table  In  Annex  1)  are  formal  proposals  to  Implement 
the measures outlined  In  the Commission's  communication  of 
October  1989.  The  set of measures  concerned  comprises  the 
following: 
-the  Introduction of  a  per  hectare  premium  for  the  production 
of  certain  "smal I"  cereals,  (mil let,  canary-seed  and 
buckwheat)  which  can  usefully substitute wheat  and  maize 
production  In  certain  less  favoured  regions; 
-the  Introduction of  a  per  hectare related premium  regime  for 
smal I  arable  farmers.  This  regime  replaces  the  present 
premium  for  small  cereals producers; 
-the extension  to small  farmers  with mixed  herds of  the 
suckler  cow  premium. 
Along  similar  lines the Commission  proposes  the  buying of 
certain milk  quotas with  a  view  to  their  redistribution  to 
smal I  farmers  In  the  less  favoured  areas. 
30.  Amongst  the other  related measures,  can  be  noted  those which 
seek  to  Increase  the  efficiency of current market  management 
measures  In  the  fresh  fruit  ~vegetables, dried raisins, 
and  tobacco sectors. 
c)  Agrlmonetary  measures 
31.  The  agrlmonetary  proposal  for  1990/91  are mainly  based on 
Council  decisions of  the  part  regarding  dismantlement  of 
MCA's.  In  this context  a  first  reference  has  to be  made  to 
the  automatic  dismantlement  system  for  newly  created UCA's 
since  last  realignment  of  January  1987.  Further,  In  July 
1988,  the principle was  accepted  to abolish all  existing 
monetary  gaps  for  stable currencies  In  four  steps,  tho  first 
step applied  for  the  1988/89 marketing  year.  For  the 
currencies not  respecting  the  narrow  band  In  the  EMS,  It was 
agreed  that  the Commission  should  apply  an  adequat  system  for 
abolishment  of  the  variables monetary  gaps. 
32.  During  the  final  discussions  concerning  the  1989/90  prices 
package,  the Commission  engaged  to propose  dlsmantl lng  all  the 
existing monetary  gaps  for  the stable currencies at  the 
beginning of  the  1990/91  marketing  year. -17-
33.  Taking  Into account  these commitments,  the  present  monetary 
situation and  the overall  objective for  price pol Icy,  as well 
as  the particular situation  In  the cereals sector  In  Germany, 
on  the one  hand  and  the development  of  the economic  situation 
In  Greece,  on  the other,  the  following  dismantlement  Is 
proposed  : 
-complete abol lshment  of existing real  monetary  gaps  In 
France,  Ireland,  Italy,  Portugal,  Netherlands  and  Germany 
except  for  cereals  In  Germany,  where  the  real  monetary  gap 
wJJ I  be  reduced  to 0,684 point; 
-dismantlement of  1/3 of  the  real  monetary  gap  for  UK  and 
Spain  appl lcable at  the  moment  of  the Council  decision on 
the  1990/91  price proposals.  For  Greece,  a  dismantlement  of 
monetary  gaps  to an  extent  which  equates  to this Member 
States'  Inflation rate,  Jess  5  points. 
Detal Is of  this proposal  are given  In  Table  2. -18-
V.  Financial  Implications and  budgetary context 
34.  Appropriations  In  Titles 1  and  2  of  the  1990  Draft  Budget 
amount  to  ECU  26.452(1)  ml  I I Jon,  giving  a  margin of  ECU 
4.108  ml  I lion over  tho  guidelines  laid  down  of  ECU  30.630 
m  I I I I on ( 2) • 
The  budgetary situation,  as  It  appears  In  December  1989, 
suggests  a  requirement  for  credits 852  mlo  ECU  lower  than  the 
1990  budget. 
It  Is estimated  that  the  financial  lmpl lcatlons of  these 
propsoals  for  prices and  common  measures  wl  I I,  In  1990  be  an 
extra expense of  ECU  432  ml  I I Jon. 
Consequently  these  proposals,  If  adopted,  could  be  financed 
within  the  title 1  and  title 2  credits entered  In  the  1990 
budget. 
35.  For  1991  the guldel lne  Is  provisional Jy  estimated at  around 
ECU  33  000  ml  II Jon  and  the  amount  of  the appropriations needed 
for  each  market  organization  have  not  yet  been  final Jy  fixed. 
It  Is estimated  that  the  financial  lmpl !cations of  these 
proposals  for  prices and  related measures  wl  I I,  In  1990,  be  an 
extra expense  In  expenditure of  ECU  690  ml Ilion. 
On  the  basis of  the  prel lmlnary  estimates done  by  the 
services,  It  would  seem  possible  to  finance  these  proposals 
wei I  within  the guldel lne  foreseen  for  1991. 
{1)  Including  a  credit  of  21  million  ECU  In  chapter  100  for  antl-
~raud actions concerning  EAGGF  expenditure. 
{2)  Including  50  %  financing  of  set-aside  expenditure  by  the  EAGGF 
Guarantee  Section. ~ 
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1989/90 
Product  and  type  of  price or  amount  Declalona  (1) 
(Period of oppllcotlon) 
Amounh  % 
ECIJ/T  change 
1  2  J 
Coll"r.!!n  wtleot  1.  7.W..30.  5.91 
-Target price  241,08  - 3,68 
- Intervention price breodmoklng  wheat  (3)  174,05  - 3,00 
-(Intervention price  feed  wheat)  155,35  - 3,00 
Bar ley  1.  7.W..30.  5.91 
- Target  prIce  219,45  - 3,75 
- Intervention  price  155,36  - 3,00 
lolalu  1.  7.oo-J.  6.91 
-Target price  219,46  - 3,75 
- Intervention price  174,05  - 3,00 
Sorghum  1.  7.90-30.  6.91 
- Target  prIce  219,46  - 3,75 
-Intervention price  165,36  - 3,00 
Rye  1.  7. 90-30.  6. 91 
- Target  price  219,46  - 3,75 
- Intervention  price  (4)  165,36  - 3,00 
Ourum  wheat  1.  7.90-30.  8.91 
-Target price  308,66  - 8,44 
- Intervention  price  253,26  - 8,35 
- Aid  (ECU/ho)  158,98  +11!,00 
Rice  1.  9.90-31.  8.91 
-Target price- huaked  rice  548,88  - 9,54 
- Intervention price- paddy  rice  314,19  e 
- Aid  for  Indica  (ECU/ho)  300,00  - 9,99 
I 
Sugar  1.  7.90-30.  6.91 
- Beale  price  for  augar  beet 
- Intervention price  for  white auger  (•) 
49,971  - 2 
53,1e  -2 
(•) ECU/qulntol 
(1)  Including  the  effect of  opplylng  the atoblllaere  (Regl.  1412/89) 
Proposal a 
1990/91  (2) 
A.olounh 
ECU/T 
4 
241,08 
174,05 
165,35 
219,45 
165,35 
219,46 
174,e5 
219,46 
165,315 
219,46 
165,36 
295,99 
243,68 
168,56 
546,88 
314,19 
200 
49,07 
53,19 
% 
change 
5 
o 
e 
e 
o 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
o 
e 
- 3,48 
- 3,78 
+ e,eJ 
e 
e 
-JJ,JJ 
e 
e 
Spain 
A.olounh  In  Ea.J/T 
1989/00( 1) 
6 
241,08 
174,05 
155,35 
219,46 
1155,36 
219,46 
174,06 
219,46 
165,36 
219,46 
165,36 
306,86 
215,83 
80,61 
548,68 
281,52 
300 
47,11! 
1!1,70 
1900/91 (2) 
7 
241,08 
174,06 
155,36 
219,46 
165,36 
219,46 
174,06 
219,48 
165,36 
219,48 
165,36 
295,pg 
219,87 
1e9,9J 
546,68 
292,41 
200 
47,18 
1!1,79 
% 
change 
8 
o 
e 
o 
o 
o 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
- 3,48 
+  1,78 
+36,37 
e 
+ 3,87 
-JJ,JJ 
e 
e 
Portugal 
"-'"ounh  In  ECIJ/T 
1989/00 
9 
- - -
- -
- -
- -· 
- -
- -
-
- - -
42,98 
51,88 
1900/91 
10 
- -
-
- -
- -
- -
- -
- - -
- - -
42,98 
52,SI! 
(2)  Theae  prlcea will  be  reduced by  3%,  alnce  the loi.G.Q.  waa  exceeded  In  1989/00. 
(3)  tar  the  1989/99 marketing year,  thla price waa  lncreaeed by  3.48 ECIJ  per  tonne  for  a  higher  quality.  A pr~Jum of 3.38 ECU  per  tonne  Ia  pr090aed  for  1999/P' 
(4)  tor  the  1989/90  ~orketlng year,  thla price woa  lncreoaed by  a  apeclal  premium  of  8.70 ECU  per  tonne  for  breodmoklng  quality rye.  A preslu. of  8.44 ECU  p• 
propoaed  for  1900/91  (-3%). 
% 
change 
11 
- - -
- -
- -
- -
:I 
- - -
- - -
e 
+1 ,7 
\0 
z  . Price proposals  In  ECU  for  Individual  ogrlcultural  products 
--------------------------------- -------- ---- 1989/9a  Proposals  Spain 
Product  and  type  of  price or  omount  Decisions  199a/91 
(Period of  application) 
Amounts  %  A.'!\Ounh  %  k>ounh  In  ECU/T 
ECU/T  change  ECU/T  change  1989/9a  199<3/91 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Olive oil  1.11. !X)-31. 10.91 
-Production  torget  price  3.225,6  a  3.225,6  0  3.225,6  3.225,6 
- Intervention  prlc~  2.162,4  0  2.162,4  0  1.652,1  1. 754,2 
-Production  old  7a9,5  a  709,5  0  333,6  J96,3 
Rope ned  1.  7. 90-30.  6. 91 
- Target  price  450,2  0  45a,2  0  414,5  42a,5 
- Intervention price  407,6  a  407,8  a  371,9  3n,9 
Sun f I  ower  aeed  1.  8.  !X)-3 1  •  7. 91 
- Target  prl cs  583,5  0  583,5  a  .wa,a  497,3 
- Intervention price  534,7  0  534,7  a  431,2  4-48,5 
Soya  been•  1.  9.oo-31.  e.  91 
- Guide  price  558,5  0  558,5  a  459,9  4715,3 
- Min II!!Um  prl  ce  489,4  0  489,4  0  300,8  4a7,2 
Dried  fodder- Guide  price  1.  5.  !X)-30.  4. 91  178,92  a  178,92  a  165,e8  17a,e9 
Pea•  and  field bean•  1.  7.9<3-30.  6.91 
-Activating price  447,6  a  447,8  a  447,6  447,8 
-Guide price  295,2  9  295,2  a  295,2  295,2 
-Minimum  price - peat  257,7  a  257,7  a  257,7  257,7 
- field  bean•  238,7  - 4  238,7  0  238,7  238,7 
Lupin•  I.  7.9<3-30.  6.91 
-Activating price  430,5  9  430,5  a  430,5  430,5 
- lllnlmum  price  289,()  0  289,0  0  289,0  289,9 
F"l ax  1.  8.  oo-31.  7.  91 
-Guida price (aeed)  554,1  a  554,1  a  496,8  5e6,4 
- rlxed-rote  old  (fibre)  (per  he)  375,a  + 5,6  375,9  a  207,89  263,59 
Hemp  1.  e.oo-31.  7.91 
- rrxed-rate old  (per  he)  349.a  + 5,4  34-a,O  a  188,t!8  239,11 
- Aid  (ued)  250,a  a  250,0  a  250,a  250,9 
S llkworl!'•  1.  4. 9<3-31.  3. 91 
- Aid  per  box  112,0  9  112,9  a  63,78  79,84 
Partu11al 
%  A.'!!Ounh  In  ECU/T 
chon11e  1989/9<3  199<3/91 
8  9  1a 
a  3.225,8  3.225,6 
+ 6,2  2.058,7  2.079,4 
+18,8  283,8  354,8 
+  1,4  450,2  450,2 
+  1,6  407,8  407,6 
+ 3,6  583,5  SS3,5 
+ 4,0  534,7  534,7 
+ 3,6  558,5  558,5 
+ 4,2  -489,4  489,4 
+ 2,7  178,92  178,92 
a  447,8  447,8 
a  295,2  .295,2 
0  257,7  257,7 
9  238,7  238,7 
0  430,5  430,5 
9  289,0  289,a 
+  1,9  554,1  554,1 
+215,8  2a7,89  263,59 
+215,7  188,(!8  239,11 
0  250,0  250,0 
+25,2  t!3,75  79,84 
% 
change 
11 
a 
+  1,a 
+25,a 
a 
a 
9 
a 
0 
9 
0 
e. 
9 
0 
0 
a 
a 
9 
+28,8 
+28,7 
0 
+25,2 
: 
z  . 
.... 
N 
0 Price propotale  In  ECU  for  Individual  agricultural  product• 
1969/90  Propotale  Spain  Portugal 
Product  and  type  of  price or  a~unt  Decltlons  1990/91 
(Period of  application) 
Amounh  %  Amounh  %  Amoun h  In  EC:U/T  %  Amount•  In  ECU/T  % 
ECU/T  change  ECU/T  change  1969/90  1990/91  change  1989/90  1990/91  change 
1  2  3  ..  !I  15  7  a  9  19  11 
Cotton  1.  9. 90-31.  8.  91 
- Guide  price  959,2  9  950,2  0  959,2  95{),2  0  9e0,2  9e0,2  0 
- lollnl""''"  price  912,3  0  912,3  a  912,3  912,3  0  912,3  912,3  0 
Milk  1.  ... 90-31.  3.  91 
- Target  price  278,-4  0  258,15  - 3,50  278,-4  258,15  -3,!5  - - -
Butter  -
- Intervention price  I  2.932,8  -4,!5  2.932,8  0  3.1-47,-4  3.ea7,8  -1,9  - - -
Skl~ed '"Ilk  powder 
- Intervention price  1. 727,3  -9,75  1.727,3  a  2.188,1  2.1e9,1  -3,15  - - -
Grano  Padano  cheete 30-50 dayt 
- Intervention price  3.889,3  9  3.803,2  - 2,29  - - - - - -
Grano  Padano  cheete e montht 
- Intervention price  -4.893,3  0  4.712,-4  - 1,90  - - - - - -
Par•lglano-Regglano cheete 8  ~ntht 
- Intervention price  !1.291,9  0  !5.291,0  - 1,79  - - - - - - N 
(1) Alto  taking  Into account  the price  reduction deelelone which  followed  the  1%  Jnereote  In  the •Ilk quota  (-2.5%  for  butter  and -9.751 for milk  powder). 
Beef/veal  2.  -4.90-31.  3.91 
-i  - Culde  price  for  adult  bovine  animal•  (1)  2.059,2  0  2.000  - 2.~  2.050,2  2.000  - 2.~  - -
-Intervention price quality  R 3  eat. A  3.449  9  3.449  9  3.449  3.449  9  - - :I  -Intervention price quality  R 3  eat. C  3.-44a  9  3.449  9  3.449  3.449  9  - -
--- ----------- ------- - -- ---- -- ---·-------
1990  1991 
Sheepmeat 
-Batie price  (eareoee weight) 
8.  1.90- 3.  1.91  I ... 323,2  o I 4.323,2 I  o I 4.323,2 I 4.323,2 I  9 I 4.323,2 I 4.323,2 I  9 I 
I 
Pl9'fteot 
-Batie price  (eareoee weight) 
1.  7.90-30.  8.91  I 2.033.3 I  o I 1.900,91  - e,e I 2.033,3 I 1.900,9 I  - 8,8 I  - I  - I  - I 
(1) Price per  tonne  (llvewelght). 
::; 
(oO Price  propo~ols  In  ECU  for  Individual  agricultural  producte 
I  ------~·--~----~  ...  --------~------------------------------------------------------------------------~  1969/90  Proposals  Spain  (•)  Portugal 
Product  end  type  of  price or  o~unt  Oecislcna  199a/91 
(Period of  oppl I cation) 
hlounts I  %  A..,ounh  %  Amount•  In  ECU/T  %  hlounh  In  ECU/T  % 
ECU/T  change  ECU/T  change  1989/90  1990/91  change  1989/90  1990/91  change 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  1a  11 
Fruita  end  vegetables -Basic price 
- Ccu II flower a  1.  s.so-3a.  4.91  - }  a  - )  a  - - )  e  - - -
- Tomatoes  11.  6.9a-30.11.90  - )  0  - )  e  - - )  e  - - -
- Peaches  1.  6.90-30.  9.90  - )  0  - )  e  - - }  e  - - -
- Le1110n1  1.  6.90-31.  5.91  - )  0  - )  - 7,5  - - }  - 7,5  - - -
- Peer•  1.  7,90-30.  4.91  - )  0  - }  0  - - )  0  - - -
- Tab I e  gropes  1.  6.90-20.11.90  - )  e  - }  0  - - }  0  - - -
- Applu  1.  B. 90-31.  5.  91  - )  e  - )  e  - - )  e  - - - I 
- lolondor Ina  16.11.90-26.  2.91  - )  - 7,5  - )  - 7,5  - - )  - 7,5  - - -
- Sweet  oronge1  1.12.90-31.  5.91  - )  - 7,5  - )  -7,5  - - )  - 7,5  - - -
- Aprlcoh  1.  6.90-31.  7.91  - )  e  - )  e  - - )  e  - - -
- Auberglnn  1.  7.90-31.10.90  - )  e  - )  0  - - )  0  - - -
- Clementine•  1.12.  90-15.  2.  91  - )  0  - )  - 7,5  - - )  - 7,5  - - -
- Sohu!!IOI  16.10.90-15.  1.91  - )  e  - )  - 7,5  - - )  - 7,5  - - -
- Nectarine•  1.  6.90-31.  6.90  - )  0  - )  e  - - )  e  - - -
(•) Hot  Including  the price gop  re~uctlon (1at  reduction) 
Tobie wine  (1)  1.  9.90-31.  6.91 
- Culde  prlee Type  R I  3,27  - 2,5  3,22  - 1,5  2,64  2,61  +  8,4  - - -
- Culde  prlee TypeR  II  3,27  - 2,5  3,22  - 1,5  2,64  2,61  +  8,4  - - -
- Culde  prlee Type  R III  52,23  e  52,23  e  42,23  45,58  + 7,9  - - -
- Culde  price Type  A I  3,17  ..  2  3,22  ..  1,8  2,58  2,61  +  9,8  - - -
- Culde  prlee Type  A II  69,50  e  69,60  e  56,24  1>0,69  +  7,11  - - -
- Culde  prlee Type  A III  79,49  0  79,49  0  64,23  69,32  + 7,9  - - -
~~---------------
(1) R I, R II  end A [  expreaaed  In  ECU/%/hl. 
R III,  A II  end  A III exprea1ed  In  ECU/hl. 
(For  tcboeeo:  1ee  next  page). 
.:. 
0 
.... 
N 
N Price propotalt  In  ECU  for  Individual  ogrlcultural  product• 
Product,  group  and  variety  Declalont  EEC  "12"  1989  Harveet  1990  - Propotalt 
Price/premium/% change  Prlce/premlum/X chonge 
compared  with  1988  compared  with  1989 
1  2  3 
Tobacco 
)  Price  a (1)  )  Price  0  (2) 
)  Premium  a  )  Average  premium  - 3,9 
(1)  It wat  decided  that,  for  Forchel~er Havanna,  Mavra  and  Ttebella  from  the  1989,  1990  and  1991 
harveett,  the  Intervention  price/nor~ price ratio be  reduced  from  85%  to 75%. 
(2) The  alignment  of  the  prlcet and  the  premium•  for  Hybrid  Badltcher Genderthelmer  on  thote of 
rortchelmer Havanna,  and  the  15%  reduction  In  the  premlumt  for  Mavra  and  Taebella,  reeulta  In 
a  linear  reduction of  about  17%  for  the varletlet of Group  V where  production  exceeded  the 
M.G.Q.  The  coneequent  effect  on  producer•'  Income  11  compentated  by  a  comparable  lncreate  In 
the price•  for  Burley varletlet. 
i 
N  w 
:z:  . 
Ul i\GRIM::NCTARY  PROrosALS  - PRICES  REVIBV 1990/91  FIXID M)\11  -
Decision 
applicable 
MIM3ER  STATE 
prod.uct  group 
GmWN 
livestock product 
cereals 
others 
NE1HERLANDS 
cereals 
others 
DtEU 
all products 
FlWrn 
pigmea t,  beef 
others 
DEl'M-\RK 
all products 
IRlAND 
beef 
others 
GREI:N 
CENTRAL 
RATE  (1)  GREEN 
RATE 
ecu----nc  ecu----nc 
2.34113 
2.35053 
2.37360 
2.36110 
2.63785 
2.66089 
2.63785 
48.2869 
48.2869 
7.85183 
7.85183 
7.69787 
8.93007 
8.93007 
0.873900 
0.873900 
0.856765 
(1)  coefficient:  1.137282  (0.879289) 
PREVIUJS 
RFAL  APPLIID 
GAP  GAP 
point  point 
0.400  0.0 
1.368  0.0 
0.846  0.0 
0.866  0.0 
0.000  0.0 
0.000  0.0 
0.000  0.0 
-2.000  0.0 
0.000  0.0 
0.000  0.0 
-2.000  0.0 
NBV S  I'IUA.THN  aNSa:_uiN:ES 
Dl S\~"'nl..E-
MI:Nf  GREEN  RFAL  APPLIID  DEVAI.ll\.- EFFa:::r 
RATE  GAP  GAP  TICN  CN 
PRICES 
point  ecu----nc  point  point  9'o  9'o 
0.400  2.34113  0.000  0.0  0.402  -0.400 
0.684  2.35725  0.684  0.0  0.694  -0.689 
0.846  2.34113  0.000  0.0  0.853  -0.846 
0.866  2.63785  0.000  0.0  0.873  -0.866 
0.000  2.63785  0.000  0.0  0.000  0.000 
0.000  48.2869  0.000  0.0  0.000  0.000 
0.000  7.85183  0.000  o.o  0.000  0.000 
-2.000  7.85183  0.000  o.o  -1.961  2.000 
0.000  8.93007  0.000  0.0  0.000  0.000 
0.000  0.873900  0.000  o.o  0.000  0.000 
-2.000  0.873900  0.000  0.0  -1.961  2.000 
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L---------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J::::: Table  3  -26-
Effect  of  Commission  proposals  on  support  prices  for 
agricultural  products  expressed  In  ECU  and  In 
national  currency 
%  change  In  prices  ( 1 ) 
In  ECU  ( 2)  In  national  currency 
(2)  (3) 
Belglque/Belgle  - 1 • 9  - 1 • 9 
Danmark  - 2,3  - 2,3 
B. R.  Deutschland  - 1 • 5  - 2,0 
E I I as  - 1 • 1  +  7,8 
Espana  (4)  - 0,4  - 1 • 2 
France  - 0,7  +  0,7 
Ireland  - 0,4  +  0,7 
It a I I a  - 1 • 3  +  0,1 
Luxembourg  - 0,6  - 0,6 
Nederland  - 1 • 9  - 1 • 9 
Portugal  ( 4)  +  0,7  +  5,4 
United  Kingdom  - 0,8  +  4. 1 
EUR  1 2  (4)  - 1 • 1  +  0,2 
(1)  Percentage  variation  between  proposed  support  prices  for 
1990/91  and  the  support  prices  for  1989/90. 
(2)  Support  price  (Intervention  or  equivalent),  weighted 
according  to  the  share  of  the  various  products  In  the  value 
of  agricultural  production  covered  by  common  prices. 
(3)  Common  prices  In  ECU,  converted  at  green  rates  In  this 
proposal.  For  the  currencies  not  respecting  the  narrow  band 
In  the  EMS  calculation  were  done  using  the  rates  of  the  week 
ending  ~n 12.12.89. 
(4)  Including  effect  of  alignment  of  Spanish  and  Portuguese 
prices  on  common  prices  under  accession  arrangements. 204/toben/11  -27- Tableau n'  4 
Stoblllzera and  production  threaholda 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1  111811/110  111110/111  I  ---------------------------------------------------------------------1  Ouotoa  or  UCO 
opp II cob Ia 
Uorket  altuotlon  I  Overrun  I  Quota  or  quantity  I 
I  oppllcoble/propoaedl  ------- ------------------ ----------------1----------------------- -------------1 
Cereola 
Sugar 
laoglu-
c:oee 
Rope 
Sunflower 
Soya 
UCO  1110  m  I I I I on  t 
Quota  A 
Quota  B 
Quota  A 
Quota  B 
uco 
EUR-10 
Spain 
Portugal 
uco 
EUR-10 
Spain 
Portugal 
uco 
EUR-12 
10,~311 m  t 
2,2811  m  t 
240,743 
~0,342 
4,~00,000 t 
12,1100 
1,300 
2,000,000  t 
1,411,800 
7~.700 
1,300,000  t 
Pea a,  UCO 
field  EUR-12  3,~00,000 t 
bean  a 
and  aweat 
luplna 
Olive  O.U.C. 
oil  EUR-12  1,350,000  t 
Wine  Opt lonol  dlat II lot I on 
hoa  a  limit  per  produ-
cer.  Compulaory 
dlatlllotlon:  unlimi-
ted  volume.  Price  boaedl 
on  the  quantity covered! 
by  the  compulaory- I 
dlatlllotlon  acheme,  I 
oa  followa  :  50  X of  I 
the  guide  price  for  I 
the  equivalent  of  10  X  I 
of  the  volume  uaed  I 
(t  10  million hi):  I 
15  X of  that  price  for  I 
the  remainder.  I 
I  I 
Eatlmated production  I  Yea.  No  additional  coreapon- The  aome  oa  for  I 
1110,5  mlo  t  I  aoblllty  levy of  1.11  X  for  1111111/110  I 
I  111811/110  :  3  X  reduction  In  I 
I  prlcea  for  111110/111,  I 
I  I 
Production  (lncludlngl  No  overrun  aKpected 
corryovera) 
The  aome  oa  for 
111811/110 
Ouoto  A  10,323 
Quota  B  2,233 
Sucre  C  2,3111 
Total  14,874 
Eatlmated  production 
within  quotoa 
Eatlmoted  production: 
EUR-10  :  4,1100,000  t 
Spain 
Portugal 
12,800 
Eatlmoted production: 
EUR-10  :  2,313,000  t 
Spain 
Portugal 
1,250,000\ 
47,000t 
Eatlmoted  production: 
EUR-12  :  1,7115,000  t 
Eatlmoted  production: 
EUR-12  :  4,0110,000  t 
Production  eatlmated 
during  the  aiK 
montha  after  the  end 
of  the marketing 
year 
Quantity  covered  by 
the  compulaory-
dlatlllotlon  acheme: 
to  be  fixed 
No  overrun  eKpected 
EUR-10  :  overrun of  8.11  ~ re-
aultlng  In  a  reduction  of 
1.40  ECU/100  kg  (- 11.2  X) 
In  the  target  price 
Spain  no 
Portugal  :  no 
EUR-10  :  overrun  of  1~.7 X 
reaultlng  In  a  reduction  of 
3.110  ECU/100  kg  (- 11.2  ~)  In 
the  target  price 
Spain  no 
Portugal  :  no 
Overrun  of  35.8 X  reaultlng  In 
o  reduction  of  10.78  ECU/100kg 
In  the  guide  price  for  the 
Community  of  Ten  (- 111.3  X) 
and  8.847  ECU/100  kg  for  Spain 
(- 111.3  ~) 
Overrun  of  111  X:  reaultlng  In 
a  reduction of  2.112  ECU/100  kg 
In  the  minimum  prlcea  for  peoa 
and  field  beona  (10.2  ~)  for 
peoa  and  10.11  ~for field 
beona),  2.811  ECU/100  kg  for 
aweet  luplna  In  Spain  and 
2,110  ECU/100  kg  for  aweet 
luplna  for  the  other  Member 
atotea 
No  overrun  foreaeen 
No  overrun  foreaeen 
The  aome  oa  for 
111811/110 
UCO  :  the  aome 
01  for  111811/110 
UCO  :  the  aome 
oa  for  111811/110, 
except  In  the 
coae  of  Portugal 
(110,000  t) 
(Regi.88(EEC)1100 
UCO  :  the  aome 
oa  for  111811/110 
UCQ  :  the  aome 
aa  for  111811/110 
UCO  :  the  aome 
oa  for  111811/110 
111811/110 -28-
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Tobacco 
Cotton 
P'reeh 
tOMato•• 
Cauli-
flower• 
Orono .. 
Lemon a 
Sotauii'IOI 
C I '""•n-
tin .. 
Nectar 1-
tin .. 
Uondorl-
nee 
Peachel 
Applu 
1GII0/111  I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1  Quota or  I.ICO 
applicable 
Overall  uco 
[UR  12  1  3110,000  t  of 
leaf  tobacco. 
Allocated by  variety 
uco  :.  7!12,000  t 
([UR-12) 
Intervention  threahold 
[UR-11  :  !174,000  t 
Intervention  threehold 
[UR-11  1  80,400  t 
Intervention  threahold 
EUR-11  :  1,240,!100  t 
Intervention  threahold 
[UR-11  :  108,300  t 
Intervention  thr ..  hold 
[UR-11  :  32,800  t 
Intervention  threahold 
EUR-11  :  110,300  t 
Intervention  threehold 
[UR-11  :  40,1100  t 
Intervention  thr ..  hold 
[UR-11  :  112,000  t 
Intervention  threahold 
[UR-11  :  378.1100  t 
Intervention  threahold 
[UR-11  :  478,000  t 
Uarket  eltuatlon 
Anticipated overall 
production  1 
EUR  12  :  400,000  t 
[ltiii'IOted  production: 
[UR-12  I  1,000,110  t 
Withdrawal• 
Wlthdrawole  1 
Beolnnlno of  the 
II'IOrketlno  year: 
DeceMber  111110 
Uarketlno  year 
under  way 
Beolnnlno of  the 
1r10rketlno  year  : 
HI  October  1111111 
B•olnnlno of  the 
Marketing  year 
DeceMber  111110 
Wlthdrowole  : 
711,010  t 
(provlalonal) 
holnnlno of  the 
Morketlno  year  : 
111  DeceMber  10110 
Wlthdrawo le  : 
[UR-11  :  4114,070 
(provlelonol) 
Uarketlno  year  under 
way 
Overrun 
Overrun  In  the  caee  of  cer-
tain varletlea 
Overrun  of  34,2 :It 
Reduction of  old  by 
17,2114  [CU/100  kO 
Overrun  anticipated, 
No  overrun anticipated. 
I  Quota or  quantity  I 
appllcable/propoeed 
Overall  UCO  : 
[UR  12:3110,000  t 
allocated by 
variety and  oroup 
of varletlu 
uco 
[UR  12:7!12,000 
The •- three-
hold  ae  In  10110/1101 
Intervention 
threeholde  :  3  :It 
of  the  overaoe 
quantity produced 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
for  conaumptlon  I 
without  proceaalnol 
12  :It  of  average 
quantity produced 
In  the  laet  five 
year• 
12  :It  of  averaoe 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laet  five 
year• 
10  :It  of  averaoe 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laet  f lve 
yeare 
10  :It  of  averaoe 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laet  five 
yeore 
10  :It  of  overao• 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laat  five 
year• 
20  :It  of  averoo• 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laet  five 
year• 
1!1  :It  of  averaoe 
quantity  produced 
In  the  laet  five 
year• 
Intervention 
thr ..  holde  :  4  :It 
of  the  overoo• 
quantity  produced 
for  canaumptlon 
without  proceaelno 
(propoeal)  I 
I  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 -29-
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1  I  Co.pagne  1000/01  I  --------------------------------------------------------1  I  Quota or  lotCQe 
applicable 
Proc••••d  Cuarantee  thre•hold• 
tOMOtoee  Concentrate  : 
Dried 
grope• 
William• 
pear  a 
Peochee 
In  eyrup 
EUR-10  2,087,8~0 t 
E•pa~a  370,000  t 
Portugal  882,04~ t 
P ..  led 
Eiiii="iO 
E:epa~o 
Portugal 
Other 
t:UII-10 
hpolla 
P'ortugol  : 
1,307  .1~0 
200,000 
o,800 
408,000 
811,000 
22. 102 
Cuarontee  threehold 
Currant•  70,000  t 
Sultonoe  03,000  t 
lotoecotel  4,000 
Cuarantee  threehold 
EUR  12  :  102,80~ t 
Cuorontee  threehold 
EUR-11  ~02,000 t 
Eepa~o :  80,000  t 
lotllk  Overall  guaranteed 
quantity (Including 
Community  reeerve  and 
temporary  reduction of 
•  ~.~X  (Italy 
3, 1J X)) 
EUR  12  :  07,3D2,06D 
(without  Portugal) 
•  Propoeol  to  the 
Council 
Sheepmeot  lotoxlmum  guaranteed 
level  tor  ewe  flock 
83,400,000  head 
18,100,000  for  Oreat 
Britain and 
4~,300,000 for  EUR-11 
and  Northern  Ireland 
lotarket  eltuatlon 
Dellverlee  forecaet 
down  by  0.~ X com-
pared with  1g88/811 
t:etlmated  111811  flock: 
48,774,000  head  for 
t:UII-11  and  Northern 
Ireland  and 
111,~2~,000 tor  Creat 
Britain 
Overrun 
Overrun  expected  tor  Italy, 
Spain  and Creece 
No  overrun  expected 
No  overrun  expected 
No  overrun  expected 
Anticipated overrun of  overall 
quantity  ~oo.ooo t  (0.8 X) 
t:etlmoted overrun of  3.3 X 
for  EUR-11  and  Northern 
Ireland  and  7.11  X tar Creat 
Britain,  leading  to  reduction• 
In  the boalc prlcee of  3  X 
and  7  X reepectlvely (with 
effect  from  2  Jon  1080) 
I  Quota or  quantity  I 
appllcable/propoeed 
ltepor t  to  the 
Council  accompa-
nied by  propo-
eole 
s- thr ..  holda 
oe  In  1080/110 
s- threeholde 
aa  In  10811/00 
Spain will  be 
Incorporated  In 
the c-nlty 
guarantee  three-
hold• 
Overall  guaranteed 
quantity (Inclu-
ding  t...,orary 
reduction)  1 
117,,2,822  t 
+ c-nlty 
reeerve 
•- level  oe  In 
1010/00  but  price 
reduction coeffi-
cient• will  pro-
bably  be  fixed  In 
Nov.mber  at  10  ~ 
tor  Creat  Britain 
and  0  X for  the 
r ..  t  of  the 
Conmun It  y. 
Expected overrun 
of  10.7 X for 
Creat  Britain 
and 0.8 X for 
!Uit-11  and 
Northern  Ireland TO.I  n•  II  -30-
TRENDS  IN  ECDNOUIC  INDICES  FROU  1D7~ TO  1D88  IN  REAL  TERUS 
- EUR  10  -
Index  bated an  1D7~ •  tDO 
Expend I ture1  CNP 
Year.  EACCF-Garantu  total 
(1)  (2) 
1D7~  1DO.O  100.0 
1D7tl  112.1  104.D 
1D77  12&.2  107.3 
1D78  148.~  110.7 
1D7D  1S5.D  114.~ 
1D80  1&4.4  118,D 
1D81  14&.4  11&.2 
1D82  1~1.3  117.1 
1D83  181.D  110.0 
1D84  1D8.4  121.D 
1D85  20&.8  124.8 
1D8S  222.2  128.0 
1D87  (~)  220.1  131.1 
1D88  (8)  2415.~  135.8 
(1)  In  real  terme  (CNP  deflator). 
(2)  In  con1tont  prlce1. 
final 
aorlcult. 
output 
(2) 
100.0 
DD.7 
103.3 
108.4 
112.8 
114.8 
114.7 
120.7 
120.7 
124.0 
123.3 
12&.0 
12&.4 
127 ,f) 
~laym.  final  aorlc.  NVA 
In  output  per  aorlc. 
aorlc.  pere.  empl. 
(2)  (1) 
100.0  100.0  1DD.O 
D7.~  102.3  DD.3 
D4.4  10D.4  D~.4 
D2.3  117.4  D~.~ 
8o.o  12~.3  02.2 
87.4  131.1  83.0 
85.1  134.8  U.7 
81.4  1411.3  01.4 
81.1  148.8  87.0 
70,1  1~&.8  88.1 
77.0  1&0.1  82.4 
7~.~  1SS.D  82.0 
73.2  1SD,D  77.0 
71.0  17D.8  78.8 
NVA 
per  AWU 
(1) 
100.D 
100.6 
DD,8 
100.0 
DO.~ 
02.~ 
os.8 
107.8 
102.8 
108.0 
101.3 
102.8 
100.7 
100.4 
(3)  Weighted average,  for  product•  with  common  prlcee,  of  eupport  prlcee  (Intervention price or  equivalent): 
In  notional  currency  real  terme  (CNP  deflator).  1D7~/7S- 100. 
(4)  Weighted  average of  all  product•  and  Intermediate  coneumptlon  In  ecu. 
(~)Budget  '1D87'  from  1et  january  to 31tt october  1087. 
(S)  Budget  '1D88'  :  from  1at  november  1D87  to  1~th october  10118. 
CNP  Croae  national  Product  at market  prlcee. 
NVA  Net  Value  Added  at  foetor  coat. 
AWU  Annual  Work  Unit. 
Source•  Euroetat- DC  VI. 
Vl-ot 204/taben/9  -31- Tllble 61l) 
Pl.bllc stocks at year-em 
I. Volt.rm 
('1CXX>  t) 
Procllct  31.11.1004  31.11.1005  31.11.1m5  31.00.1007  31.00.1008  31.00.1ml 
Ctmrcn Ydleat 
bread making variety  4.448  3.800  2.475  3.400  2.382  2.m 
Ctmrcn Yttleat 
food Yttlea t  2.015  8.012  6.005  3.417  1.7f:l3  ZlO 
Barley  1.633  4.651  3.793  4.326  3.572  3.260 
Rye  441  1.100  1.148  1.055  876  1.000 
O.uun \>,flea t  853  m5  1.023  1.5ro  2.33)  1.1::D 
Mllze  - - 190  23  18  700 
SOrgtun  - - 3  8  11  -
&!gar  43  - 16  - - -
Olive oil  167  75  283  325  400  110 
Rape  58  - - - 38  -
SJnf lo;.er  - - 2B  - 147  -
Aloool  ('000 hl)art.39  - 501  Ea3  1.002  2.002  3.840 
Leaf  tobacco  3  7  27  3  1  ) 
Processed  tobacco  7  4  7  20  6  )  58 
Ba I  ed tobacco  4  4  6  5  40  ) 
Sl< I  rnted-m II  k  p::w.OOr  m  514  847  722  14  5 
rutter  973  1.018  1.297  1.a58  221  ro 
Beef  carcases  468  589  452  484  559  100 
8cned beef  127  214  220  2(Jl  164  60 
PI great  - 26  - - - -Td'lle fJ))  -32- 204/taben/10 
II. Value 
(mlo eal) 
Prcx:llct  ~.11.1004  3).11.1005  ~.11.1003  ~.11.1007  ~.00.1008  3).00.1009 
O:mra'l ....neat  bread 
rrakll"(l  variety  872)  m>  541)  750)  326)  28) 
O:mra'l ....neat 
feed ....neat  391)  1.614)  1.135)  659)  219)  28) 
Barley  320)1.902  940)3.820  729)  856)  415)  279)  840 
Rye  92)  226)  248)2.977  232)2.937  100)1.502  00) 
n.uun v.hea t  227)  264)  288)  434)  433)  175) 
Mllza  - - )  35)  34)  2)  31) 
Sorgtun  - - )  1)  2)  1)  -
s.tgar  26  - 10  - - -
Olive oil  273  116  421  491  657  180 
Rape  26  - - - 15  -
SJnf lolv.er  - - 15  - 71  -
Alcool  art.39  - .rT  65  102  136  41 
Leaf  tcbacco  3)  7)  18)  2)  1)  ) 
Processed tcbacco  5)  14  3)  15  5)  ~  15)  24  3)  72  )  44 
Ba I  eel  tcbacco  6)  5)  7)  6)  68)  ) 
Sl< lmred-m I I  k  pc::wi:lr  1.242  f£1  1.593  1.380  28  9 
rutter  3.537  3.416  4.254  3.524  584  72 
Beef carcases  1.':B7)  1.500)  1.212)  1.356  1.147  268 
Elc:r'ed  beef  435)1.732  761)2.270  783)1.005  761  445  142 
Plgooat  - 29  - - - -
Total  7.035  8.751  10.580  11.360  4.003  1.595 204/taben/5  -33 ~ 
COMM:ON  WHEAT 
QJ.ant It  I  es  covered by ~-f  I  nancecl rmasures 
~-10/Et.R-12 fran 1007  ('<XX)  t) 
1003  1004  1005  1~  1007  1008 
A.1.  Production (1)  55.718  55.322  70.213  60.2al  64.789  64.010 
2. Q)enlrg stocks (2)  6.887  6.820  6.463  11.003  10.312  7.319 
3. Total  (1  + 2)  62.605  62.142  76.676  72.100  75.101  71.329 
B.  ENn! rooasures 
1.  lntervent len  3.119  6.341  5.900  3.263  2.006  819 
2. Export  refunds 
a)  total  (3)  14.544  15.074  15.527  12.259  15.418  14.700 
b) of Yttll ch  :  Q.Jant I ty taken 
from  Intervention  1120  2375  3485  3374  4847  6.014 
3. Other  diSIX)Sal  rmasures  (4)  574  803  961  1.:»i  1.560  1.856 
4. Total  18.237  22.218  22.388  16.8a3  19.074  17.465 
- less exports from  lntervent len  1.120  2.375  3.<485  3.374  4.847  6.014 
5. G-am  total  17.117  19.843  18.003  13.452  14.227  11.451 
C.  B.  5  :  A 1 en  %  :JIJ,7  35.9  26,9  22,3  22.0  17.9 
B.  5  :  A 3  en%  27,3  31,9  24,7  18,7  18,9  16,1 
(1) The  prod.lctloo for a given calendar  year  l_ Is taken as  the Q.Jantlty harvested  In year  1-1 
(2) Public stocl<s  at 30  N:>vtll"ber  of year  1-1 
(3)  lnciUdii"Q  fla.tr 
(4) Starch am  QJellrrehl  production refund  (1001/82 etc.) 
Salrces :  VI/C/1,  VI/G/1,  VI/G/2. Table no  8  ~  34- 204/taben/6 
BARLEY 
cuantltles covered by  ~financed  rrearures 
El.R-10/El.R-12  fran 1007  ('COO  t) 
1003  1004  1005  1~  1007  1008 
A.1.  Production (1)  41.353  36.257  44.256  40.800  46.918  46.976 
2.  ~II"(} stocks  1.681  1.673  1.~  4.651  5.200  4.235 
3. Total  (1  + 2)  43.034  37.930  45.892  45.459  52.214  51.211 
B.  EJCG=  rrearures 
1 •  I  ntervent I  on  1.289  1.7f/J  4.258  2.327  2.149  1.684 
2.  Export  refunds 
a) total  (2)  5.454  7.0Cf5  7.000  7.005  7.414  7.Tl2 
b > of Yst\1 ch  :  (J.lant I  ty tal<en 
fran  Intervention  1.625  880  1.7CEJ  3.497  2.027  1.818 
3. Other disposal  rreas.~res  - - - - - -
4. Total  6.743  8.764  12.238  10.292  9.563  9.456 
- less exports fran  lntervent I  on  1.625  880  1.7CEJ  3.<497  2.027  1.684 
5. Grand  tota  I  5.118  7.884  10.533  6.795  7.~  7.712 
B.  5  :  A 1 en%  12,4  21,7  23,8  16,7  16,1  16,5 
B.  5  :  A 3 en%  11,9  20,8  23,0  14,9  14,4  15,2 
(1) The  proc:1.1ctlon  for a  given calamr year  I  Is taken as the (J.lantlty harvested  In  year  1-1 
(2)  lncludlr(} nnlt  - -
Scurces  :  VI/C/1, VI/G/1,  VI/G/2. 204/taben/3  -35-
BUTTER 
cuant 1  t les covered  by  ENn=-f lnanoed mearures 
Et.R-10/Et.R-12  fran 1003 
1003  1004 
A.1 •  ProctJ.ct 101  2.301  2.115 
2. QJenlr(J stod<s (J)..Ibllc  ard pr lvate)  300  853 
3. Total  2.007  2.008 
B. ~  rrearures 
1. Public  lntervoot 101  em  fffl 
2. Private storage aid  261  226 
3. Aid  for disposal 01  Internal 
rrarket  (1)  504  631 
of which  :  fran  lntervootl01  38  190 
4. Butter and  butteroll 
exports (2)  355  378 
of which  :  - fran  lntervoot 101  - 114 
- fcod aid  21  59 
5. Total  1.757  1.742 
6. Total  less ~tit. fran  lnterv.  1.719  1.438 
C.  1. B.  6  :  A 1 en %  74,7  68,0 
2. B.  6  :  A 3  00 %  65,9  48,5 
(1)  lncludlr(J, up to 1005, gereral  aids for  tunan o::rs..rrptt01 
(2) Butter eQUivalent  to butteroll  (factor 1.22). 
1005  1003 
2.032  2.172 
949  1.124 
2.981  2.296 
491  655 
225  164 
545  -400 
155  224 
3EJ7  332 
148  107 
~  :IT 
1.648  1.557 
1.345  1.226 
66,2  56,4 
45,1  :IT ,2 . 
('CXX)  t) 
1937  1008 
1.911  1.700 
1.336  958 
3.'ZT7  2.685 
~  25 
221  268 
563  659 
-400  458 
621  650 
358  324 
29  .f7 
1.773  1.602 
1.COO  820 
52,8  48,2 
30,1  30,5 -36- 204/taben/4 
SK IMlVlED  MILK 
Cllant It  I  es  covered by E.AID=-f I  nanced rrearures 
El.R-10/Ern-12  fran 1006  ('000 t  sklmred-mlllc ecJ,.llvalent)  (1) 
1003  1004  1935  1006  1007  1008 
A.  1. Available  In dairies  53.000  48.ffl7  46.f:JJT  49.070  44.002  41.250 
2. ~~~  stod<s  6.~  10.813  6.7frl  5.720  8.470  5.203 
3. Total  59.300  59.790  53.294  54.790  53.132  46.453 
B.  ENB=  rreasures 
1. Public  lntervent  101  9.582  4.287  2.720  6.625  003  0 
2. Aid for dlsp::)Sal  01  Internal 
market  (2)  29.216  30.393  24.892  25.018  22.166  19.023 
of v.hlch  :  fran  lntervent  101  5.504  6.516  2.843  2.~  1.848  4.127 
3.  Exports  2.112  3.432  3.m  2.937  4.290  6.820 
of Y.tll ch  :  - fran  I  ntervent  101  256  1.071  400  :n)  1.883  1.007 
- food aid  005  1.838  1.336  1.078  1.210  1.287 
4. Total  ~.910  38.112  30.009  34.610  Z7.122  25.843 
5. Total  less Q.Jantltles fran  Inter.  35.150  30.525  Z7.T.fl  31.303  23.3E)1  20.700 
C.  1. B.  5  :  A 1  en%  66,2  62,3  59,6  63,8  52,4  50,2 
2. B.  4  :  A 3  en %  59,2  51,1  52,0  57,1  51,0  55,6 
(1) Factor  11 
(2)  lncludl~ case In and  llq.tld and  pcw:lered mille used as  animal  feed. 204/Taben/1  -37- Table N- 11 
BEEF AND VEAL 
QJant It  I  es  rove  red by EAG?F-f I  nancecl rrearures 
ELR-10/El.R-12  fran 1003  C  'CXX>  t  or  'CXX>  head) 
1003  1004  1005  19J>  1007  1008 
A.  1  • Procllct loo  6.935  7.541  7.300  8.CXX>  8.047  7.f!IXJ 
2.  Q:>en I!"()  stocks 
- p.Jbllc  23)  <400  673  748  576  700 
-private (1)  25  24  157  150  148  145 
3. Total  7.190  7.tJ13  8.226  8.008  8.771  8.735 
B.  EAG?F  M3arures 
1.  Public  Intervention  445  400  453  578  fJ1  500 
2.  Private storage aid  24  276  285  172  157  125 
3.  Exports  603  700  80S  1.167  00}  600 
of Ykllch  :  fran  Intervention  X  X  X  X  X  X 
4.  Total  1.ri72  1.562  1.543  1.917  1.603  1.225 
5.  Total  less quantlt.  from  lnterv.  X  X  X  X  X  X 
6. Other  disposal  rrearures 
a) SJckler  a:JN  prEmlun  5.1ro  5.463  5.500  5.853  6.0082)  5.850 
( 'CXX)  head) 
b) calf prEmlun  4.940  5.650  4.23)  5.200  5.CXX)  4.435 
('(XX)  head) 
c)  Sl~ter  prEmlun  (U<)  3.595  3.043  2.965  3.CXX>  2.748  2.f!IXJ 
( '(XX)  head) 
d) Special  prEmlun for ad.llt 
male  cattle ('CXX>  head)  - - - - 5.CXX>  6.00> 
C.  1. B 4  :  A 1 en %  15,5  2{),7  2{),9  24,0  19,9  15,7 
2.  B 4  :  A 3 en %  14,9  19,6  18,8  21,5  18,3  14 
X- rot available 
(1)  Est lmate 
(2)  EUR-10  + Spain Tebte n• 12  -38- 204/tl!.bcn/2 
TABLE WINE 
OJanttttes oovered  by  ~-financed  rrearures 
M-10/M-11  fran 1003/87  (m  hi) 
1002/83  1003/84  1004/85  1005/00  1003/87  1007/88 
A.  1.  Prod.lct too of \'Allch  :  171,9  168,2  141,7  142,7  2CX),3  100,0 
2.  Table wine  111,5  115,6  104,8  92,5  133,7  133,3 
3.  ~If'(} stocks  41,0  41,4  57,4  51,1  f!J,7  61,8 
4.  Total  table wines  152,5  157,9  162,2  143,6  193,4  195,1 
B. ~  rrearures 
1.  Stor8ge contracts  88,7  69,9  17,4  14,6  18,7  15,4 
2.  Total  dlstltlatloo  22,9  37,2  29,9  29,2  39,6  52,1 
- CCI1llll oory  4,2  5,1  9,8  7,0  16,3  26,0 
- q:>tlooat  18,7  32,1  20,1  22,2  23,3  26,1 
3. Aid for uslr(} m..tst  for 
enr I  ctrroot  1,3  1,5  1,8  1,0  1,5  1,0 
4.  Exports  0,9  1,0  0,9  1,0  2,4  4,2 
5. Total  (1}  93,8  100,6  50,0  45,8  62,2  72,7 
C.  1. B 5  :  A 1 en %  54,6  65,2  33,9  32,1  31,1  ";Y3,7 
2. B 5  :  A 2 en%  84,1  94,8  41,7  49,5  46,5  54,5 
3. B 5  :  A 4  en%  61,5  69,8  30,8  31,9  32,2  37,3 
(1)  SCrre  wine may  be  oovered  by  tw types of mearuro 
Scurco  : VI/E/3, VI/G/1, VI/G/2 Cereals 
-~-
Related measures  accompanying 
the price proposals  for  1990/91 
Annex  1 
AdJustment  of  the special  premium  for  bread-making  common  wheat  and  bread-
making  rye  to take  account  of  the  automatic  3%  reduction  In  the  Intervention 
price  for  1990/91,  as  a  result of  the maximum  guaranteed quantity  for 
1989/90  being  exceeded. 
The  basic co-responslbl 1 Jty  levy  Is  to be  kept  at  the  same  percentage  as  for 
1989/90  (3%  of  the  Intervention price for  bread-making  common  wheat).  In 
view  of  the  automatic  3%  reduction  In  the  Intervention prices due  to  the 
maximum  guaranteed quantity  for  1989/90  being exceeded,  the unit  amount  of 
the  basic co-responslbl I lty  levy  Is  to be  reduced  sl lghtly  (ECU  5.07/t  for 
1990/91  from  ECU  5.22/t  for  1989/90. 
An  Increase  of  6.03%  In  the  aid  for  durum  wheat  with  a  view  to partially 
offsetting  the  loss of  Income  resulting  from  the  reduction  In  the  difference 
between  the  Intervention prices  for  durum  wheat  and  common  wheat. 
Introduction  Into  the  common  organization of  the market  In  cereals of  a 
premium  per  hectare  for  the  production of millet,  canary grass  and 
buckwheat,  with  a  view  to developing  these  crops as alternatives to 
traditional  cereals.  When  these subsidies are  Introduced,  the method  for 
calculating  Import  levies  for  these  products  Is  to be  amended  (measure 
financed  within  the  framework  of market  related actions of  rural 
development). 
Introduction,  from  the  1991  harvest  (1991/92  marketing  year),  of  a  system of 
aid  to smal 1  producers  In  the  field crop sector  (cereals, ollseeds,  protein 
crops)  to  replace  the  system of  aid  for  small  cereal  producers.  This  aid  Is 
fixed  at  ECU  50  per  hectare  In  the  Jess  farrowed  and  upland  areas,  and  at 
ECU  30  per  hectare  In  the  rest of  the  Community.  In  all  cases,  the aid  Is 
I lmlted  to  a  maximum  area of  10  hectares of  field crops  per  beneficiary. 
The  aid  lito be  restricted to producers with  Jess  than  20  ha  of uti I lzed 
agricultural  area  (measure  financed within  the  framework  of market  related 
actions of  rural  development). 
With  a  view  to complete  dismantling,  the  amount  of  compensation  for  the 
production of  fl lnt  maize  Is  to  be  reduced  to  ECU  100  per  hectare. 
As  a  result  of  the  automatic  3%  reduction  In  the  Institutional  prices  for 
cereals after  the  maximum  guaranteed quantity was  exceeded  In  1989/90,  the 
minimum  guaranteed price  proposed  for  potatoes  Intended  for  the manufacture 
of  starch  Is  ECU  249.10  per  tonne.  The  amount  of  the  premium  to producers 
of  potato starch  Is  to  remain  the  same  (ECU  18.70 per  tonne). -40-
Reduction  by  one  third of  the  production aid for  the  various  Indica 
varieties. 
Rape  and  sunflower  seed and  soya 
The  premium  appl led  to the target  and  Intervention prices for  double-low 
varieties of  rapeseed  Is  to be  maintained at  the  1989/90  level. 
The  Commission  Is  to be  allowed  to modulate  aid according  to  the method  used 
to  Incorporate  seed  In  feedlngstuffs. 
Protein crops 
The  standard  qual lty  for  peas  and  field  beans  Is  to be  altered. 
Dried  fodder 
Whl  le  abiding  by  the  qual lty criteria, greater  tolerance  wl  I I  be  allowed  as 
regards  el lglbll lty of  products depending  on  the method  of  drying. 
TextIle  fibres 
The  maximum  guaranteed  quantity  for  cotton  Is  to  remain  at  752  000  tonnes  of 
unglnned  cotton. 
The  portion of  the  flat-rate aid  per  hectare  earmar~ed for  funding 
promotional  measures  and  the  search  for  new  uses of  flax  Is  to  remain  the 
same  (10%  of  the  flat-rate aid). 
The  replanting  ban  Is  to  be  extended  to  31  August  1996. 
The  posslbl I lty of granting exceptional  replanting rights  for  qual lty wines 
Is  to  be  extended  by  one  year. 
The  financing  of  campaigns  to promote  grape  juice  Is  to be  extended  by  one 
year. 
The  possibility  for  the  Commission  to  refuse  the  delivery of  "neutral" 
alcohol  to  the  Intervention agencies  during certain  mar~etlng years. 
To  Improve  the  effectiveness of  the  grubbing-up  regime  for  vineyards,  the 
entire cost  of  this  regime  wll I  be  borne  by  the  EAGGF,  Guarantee  Section, 
for  two  years  beginning on  1  January  1990. -41-
rr~oh fruit  end  vogetebloo 
Ueasures  derogating  from  the  rules governing  Intervention thresholds, 
required  for  Portugal's transition on  1  January  1991  to the second  phase  as 
provided  for  In  the Act  of Accession,  are to be  laid down. 
For  citrus fruit: 
a  citrus fruit cultivation register  Is  to be  drawn  up; 
the posslbll lty of  fixing  a  premium  for  grubbing up  mandarin  orchards  Is  to 
be  Introduced; 
the  conditions  for  recognizing  new  producers' organizations are  to be  made 
more  stringent; 
to encourage  producers  to rationalize withdrawals,  It  Is  proposed  that  the 
amount  of  financial  compensation  be  restricted to a  percentage of  the 
quantity marketed,  the  creation of withdrawal  centres  be  permitted,  the 
Community  contribute,  subject  to certain conditions,  to disposal  costs and 
contacts  between  producers'  organizations and  charitable bodies  be 
encouraged; 
the  Community  Is  to contribute  (60%)  to campaigns  to promote  consumption  and 
Improve  qual lty. 
Furthermore,  for  lemons: 
quantities. sent  for  processing are  to be  added  to quantities withdrawn  to 
determine  whether  the  Intervention  threshold has  been  exceeded, 
the  minimum  processing  price  Is  to be  fixed with  reference  to  the  single 
withdrawal  price  (120%  In  1990/91  and  105%  In  1991/92), 
a  withdrawal  price  Is  to  be  fixed  only  for  Class  I I  products  put  up  loose. 
For  apples: 
the  preventive withdrawal  mechanism  Is  to be  made  permanent  (due  to expire 
on  30  June  1990); 
the  scale of  basic and  buying-In  prices  Is  to be  altered,  which  wll I  lead  to 
a  reduction  In  the withdrawal  price; 
certain costs  relating to  the  disposal  of  withdrawals  for  the  benefit  of 
charitable organizations are  to  be  borne  by  the  Community; 
the  Community  Is  to contribute  (60%)  to campaigns  to promote  consumption  and 
Improve  qual lty; 
for  a  period of  three marketing  years,  a  single premium  for  grubbing  up 
whole  orchards  less  than  15  years old  Is  to be  Introduced. -~-
Processed  fruit  and  vegetables 
For  canned  peaches  and  products processed  from  tomatoes,  the Spanish 
QUantities are  to be  Included  In  the Community  (threshold and  Quota) 
arrangements; 
The  system of  production QUotas  for  products processed  from  tomatoes  Is  to 
be  extended  by  one  year; 
As  regards dried grapes: 
-fixing of  the  threshold  for  currants at 68  000  tonnes; 
gradual  Introduction of  8  scheme  of  aid per  hectare; 
parallel  to this,  progressive  Introduction of  the minimum  producer  price and 
the  production aid; 
Introduction of  a  monthly  decrease  In  the offsetting of  storage costs; 
fixing  a  withholding  rate of  6%  for  producers of sultanas and  currants,  for 
promotion  and  actions  to  Improve  QUality. 
Tobacco 
Fixing of  the overall  maximum  guaranteed Quantity at 385  000  tonnes  for  the 
1991,  1992  and  1993  harvests,  with  8  maximum  reduction of  15%  In  the 
lnterventlpn price and  the  premiums  If  this figure  Is  exceeded. 
Reinforcement  of  the  contractual  policy,  linking entitlement  to the  premium 
to the conclusion of  the  European  cultivation contract  from  the  1991 
harvest. 
For  the  variety Badlscher  Geuderthelmer,  reduction of  the  Intervention price 
(from  85%  to 75%  of  the  norm  price)  for  the  1989  harvest,  following 
exceeding of  the  threshold  for  deliveries  to  Intervention. 
Reclassification of  the Badlscher  Geuderthelmer  hybrid varieties under 
serial  number  11  Instead of  1,  with  the  Forchhelmer  Havanna  and  Beneventano 
varieties. 
Posslbl llty of  taking  restrictive market  measures  If  Community  production 
exceeded  110%  of  the  average  production  for  the  last  three  harvests. 
Fixing of  a  limited period  for  presenting  tobacco  for  Intervention with 
reinforcement  of  the control  measures  for  tobacco presented  for 
Intervention. 
Establishment  of  a  Community  method  for  determining  the  Quality of  tobacco. t.4 I lie 
-43-
Maintenance  of  the co-responsibility  levy  at  the  same  level  as  In  1989/90. 
Proposal  to establish a  new  Community  quota  buying  system with  the  aim  of 
redistributing the quantities thus bought  to small  producers  farming  In 
regions with difficulties who  have  made  efforts to develop  high-quality ml  lk 
products  (measure  financed within the  framework  of market  related actions of 
rural  development). 
Beef/veal 
Posslbll tty of  holdings with mixed  herds  (dairy cows  and  suckler  cows)  with 
a  maximum  mille  quota of  60  000  kg  qualifying  for  the suckler-cow premium 
(measure  financed  within  the  framework  of market  related actions of  rural 
development). 
Compulsory  use  of  the  Community  classification grid for  the  stamping of 
carcases  from  1  January  1991. 
Sheepmeat  and  goatmeat 
Introduction,  as  an  action  for  the  "rural  society" of  a  flat-rate aid of  ECU 
4  per  ewe  In  upland  and  less-favoured areas. Figure  1  -44-
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err  DO  VI A.S Dct::!UJ HO -45- Figure  2 
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